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Abstract

Cross-modality Visible-Infrared Person Re-identification (VI-ReID) aims to recognize images with
the same identity between visible modality and infrared modality, which is a very challenging
task. Because it not only includes the trouble of variations between cross-cameras in traditional
person re-identification, but also suffers from the huge differences between two modalities. Some
existing VI-ReID methods are often limited to single learning of global features or local features,
while ignoring the complementarity between fine-grained and coarse-grained information. To solve
this problem, our paper designs a multi-granularity feature utilization network (MFUN), which
makes up for the lack of modality-shared information by learning fine-grained and coarse-grained
features. Firstly, for the sake of learning fine-grained information, a local feature constraint mod-
ule is introduced, in this module we use hard-mining triplet loss and heterogeneous center loss to
constrain local features simultaneously to better promote intra-class closeness and inter-class dif-
ferences at the coarse and fine granularity levels. Then, our method uses a multi-modality feature
aggregation module for global features to fuse the information of two modalities to narrow the
modality gap. Through the combination of these two modules, visible and infrared image features
can be better fused, thus alleviating the problem of modality discrepancy and supplementing the
lack of modality-shared information. Extensive experimental results on RegDB and SYSU-MM01
datasets fully prove that our proposed MFUN has superiority over the state-of-the-art solutions.

Keywords: Cross-modality · Person re-identification · Multi-granularity · Heterogeneous center loss

1 Introduction

Person re-identification (ReID) is among the most
popular research directions in the realm of com-
puter vision (Zheng et al. 2016), and its goal is
to recognize pedestrians with the same identity
in non-overlapping cross-cameras. The main chal-
lenge of solving ReID task is to overcome the vari-
ations between cameras, such as the viewpoint,

pose, illumination, background clutter and occlu-
sion (Leng et al. 2020; Tang et al. 2019; Zhang et
al. 2021b). In recent years, a great many models
for Re-ID have emerged, most of them mainly deal
with the problem as a single-modality retrieval
task in visible scene (Ding et al. 2015; Varior et al.
2016; Xiao et al. 2016; Kulis et al. 2011; Liao et al.
2015; Chen et al. 2021; Zhang et al. 2021c; 2021a;
Kumar et al. 2020), such as occluded re-ID (Chen
et al. 2021), cross-resolution re-ID (Zhang et al.
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2021c), video-based re-ID (Zhang et al. 2021a)
and unsupervised re-ID (Kumar et al. 2020). How-
ever, with the demand of public safety, infrared
cameras are widely used in poor-illumination con-
ditions (e.g. in the evening or rayless indoors), and
visible-infrared person re-identification (VI-ReID)
became a clamant problem, attracting more and
more attention.

The purpose of VI-ReID is to search cor-
responding infrared (visible) images from the
gallery set according to the given visible (infrared)
image of a specific identity (Wu et al. 2017).
This is a very challenging problem, because it
will not only face the problems in traditional
single-modality ReID, but also be interfered by
the cross-modality discrepancies between het-
erogeneous images. Cross-modality discrepancies
mainly come from the inherent different imaging
processes of visible and infrared cameras. Figure 1
shows some heterogeneous images taken by differ-
ent spectral cameras in SYSU-MM01 dataset (Wu
et al. 2017). Through observation, it is found that
the images taken by infrared cameras lose color
information and have exposure problem, which
make the traditional ReID method difficult to
apply to VI-ReID task.

Fig. 1 Some examples in SYSU-MM01 dataset.

To solve VI-ReID task, previous papers have
proposed a series of methods, which can be
broadly classified into two types: (1) Feature
extraction based (Wu et al. 2017; Ye et al.
2020b; Feng et al. 2020; Ye et al. 2018b; Zhu
et al. 2020; Zhang et al. 2021), (2) Image gen-
eration based (Dai et al. 2018; Ye et al. 2019;
Wang et al. 2019a; Choi et al. 2020; Li et al.
2018). For these feature extraction based meth-
ods, which usually use a one-stream or two-stream

structure to extract modality-specific information
and modality-shared information for two modali-
ties. However, they only take the modality inde-
pendence in global features into consideration,
while neglect the modality differences in local
fine-grained features, which leads to poor cross-
modality generalization capability of VI-ReID
models.

From Zhu et al. (2020) and Sun et al. (2021),
we found the importance of alleviating cross-
modality differences for dealing with VI-ReID
task. The difference is that Zhu et al. (2020) mea-
sures fine-grained information in local features of
pedestrians to reduce cross-modality variation and
improve intra-class cross-modality similarity, and
Sun et al. (2021) mainly deals with large inter-
modality differences through modality relations in
each channel of global features. Both works are
limited to single learning of local features or global
features, without paying attention to the comple-
mentarity of information contained in local and
global features. Therefore, we integrate the two
tasks into a network, which is compatible with the
learning of global and local features, so as to better
alleviate the differences between modes and sup-
plement the missing modality-shared information.

In view of the above problem, our paper
introduces a multi-granularity feature utilization
network (MFUN), which makes up for the lack
of modality-shared information by learning fine-
grained and coarse-grained features. To learn fine-
grained information in local features, our method
uses a feature extraction module with two inde-
pendent feature extractors to extract two modali-
ties’ local features respectively, and then projects
them into the local feature constraint module (Zhu
et al. 2020). To constrain local features, cross
entropy loss, hard mining triplet loss and hetero-
geneous center loss (Zhu et al. 2020; Liu et al.
2020; 2021) are used in local feature constraint
module. Among them, heterogeneous center loss is
center-based loss, and hard mining triplet loss is
sample-based. Using these two loss functions con-
currently can better promote intra-class compact-
ness and inter-class differences at coarse-grained
and fine-grained levels, respectively.

In addition, different from other similar meth-
ods (Wei et al. 2020b; Xiang et al. 2019), our
paper does not directly process the global fea-
tures extracted from images, while concatenating
the features in local feature constraint module as
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global features, and then inputs them into the sub-
sequent modules. Our method also uses a multi-
modality feature aggregation module for global
features to mix the information of two modali-
ties to narrow the gap and supplement the shared
information, so as to relieve the problem of lack-
ing modality-shared information in heterogeneous
images.

The main contributions of our paper can be
generalized as follows:

1. We design a multi-granularity feature utiliza-
tion network (MFUN), which pays attention to
both local features and global features, and can
make up for the shortage of modality-shared
information.

2. We combine coarse-grained heterogeneous cen-
ter loss with fine-grained hard-mining triplet
loss for the metric learning of local features
to better promote intra-class closeness and
inter-class differences.

3. Sufficient experiments on RegDB and SYSU-
MM01 datasets prove that our proposed
MFUN has superiority over the state-of-the-art
solutions.

2 Related works

2.1 Person re-identification

Person Re-identification (ReID), as a key com-
ponent in the domain of video surveillance, has
gradually becomes a research hotspot in recent
years. Its purpose is to accurately identify a cer-
tain target pedestrian in the sight of surveillance
cameras and pedestrians in the sight of other
surveillance cameras. However, in actual monitor-
ing, environmental changes are often uncontrol-
lable, which lead to a series of complex problems,
such as viewpoint, posture change, background
clutter and occlusion. Considering the interfer-
ence of these problems, some existing methods pay
attention to exacting robust feature representa-
tions or learning discriminative distance metrics
to improve the performance by using predefined
positions (Zhang et al. 2017) and semantic regions
(Wei et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2021d), includ-
ing local stripes, pedestrian parts and attention
mechanisms. These existing ReID solutions have
surpassed the performance of human level, but
majority of them are proposed for single-modality

ReID. However, in the night or dark environment,
visible cameras will be replaced by infrared cam-
eras, and the images taken by infrared cameras is
grayish white, which is quite different from visible
images, traditional ReID methods are not appli-
cable. Consequently, it is of great importance to
handle the cross-modality ReID task.

2.2 Visible-infrared person

re-identification

Visible-Infrared Person Re-identification (VI-
ReID) attempts to identify person images with
same identity between two modalities, it has
received increasing attention recently. Wu et al.
(2017) defined cross-modality ReID task for the
first time, and contribute a standard dataset
named SYSU-MM01 to support its research. To
solve this task, they analyzed the differences
among three commonly used cross-domain net-
work architectures and further exploit a one-
stream network architecture, namely zero-padding
network. Afterwards, Ye et al. (2018a) indicated
that the key to deal with cross-modality ReID is to
solve cross-modality and intra-modality variations
simultaneously. On account of this viewpoint, they
designed a metric learning method called HCML.
HCML is realized by jointly optimizing modality-
specific and modality-shared features. In this
method, two modalities’ features are projected
into a subspace to minimize the cross-modality
and intra-modality changes. Additionally, Ye et al.
(2020b) presented a dual-stream structure called
TONE. TONE is trained by joint supervision of
contrast loss and cross entropy loss in the training
stage.

In addition, some works have applied GAN
to VI-ReID task. Dai et al. (2018) introduced
a method called cmGAN. The method uses the
idea of confrontation training of generators and
discriminators in GAN. This network uses the
generator to learn the features of different modal-
ities. The purpose of discriminator is to differ-
entiate whether the input features come from
visible modalities or infrared modality. Li et al.
(2020) introduced a noval X-modality to reduce
modality differences, and proposes a XIV-ReID
method, which redefines infrared-visible cross-
modality problem as an X-infrared-visible tri-
modality task. The generator extracts information



from visible and infrared images to generate X-
modality images. Then, cross-modality informa-
tion of three modalities is learned in a common
space.

However, the VI-ReID task is still very chal-
lenging because of the great changes in vision.
Although previous studies have greatly improved
the accuracy of VI-ReID, they are still far from
satisfactory. Some existing methods are limited
to single learning of local features or global fea-
tures to obtain distinctive features, while ignoring
the complementarity between fine-grained and
coarse-grained information. Therefore, our paper
proposes a multi-granularity feature utilization
network (MFUN), in which modality-shared fea-
tures in fine-grained and coarse-grained informa-
tion are better paid attention to by combining
local embedding module and multi-modality fea-
ture aggregation module.

3 The Proposed Method

3.1 Network structure

The framework of MFUN is shown in Figure 2,
which is made up of three parts: feature extrac-
tion module, local feature constraint module and
multi-modality feature aggregation module.

We express the input visible set and infrared
set as XV = {xv

i |x
v
i ∈ R

C×H×W } and XT =
{xt

i|x
t
i ∈ R

C×H×W }.The C,H,W denote the chan-
nel, height and width of the images. There are K
images with the same number of xv

i and xt
i in each

training batch, where i = 1, 2, ......,K/2. During
training, xv

i and xt
i in each input batch are fed

into the corresponding branches. Firstly, the local
features of the two modalities are extracted and
defined as follows:

VP = φv{xv
i } TP = φt{xt

i} (1)

in which P = 1, 2, ......, p, φv and φt represent
feature extraction module of visible and infrared
modalities respectively.

After that, L2 regularization and FC layer are
used to project the local features VP and TP as
F1, F2, ......, Fp, and they are fed into a common
subspace, and constrained by three loss functions
for joint training of the local feature constraint
module. Then, p local features F1, F2, ......, Fp are
concatenated as global feature F , which is input

into the multi-modality feature aggregation mod-
ule to calculate its relation matrix to update
the global feature. Finally, we use cross-entropy
loss and hard-mining triplet loss to constrain the
updated global features.

3.2 Feature extraction module

The functions of two feature extractors in feature
extraction module are to extract modality-specific
features (such as colors) and modality-shared fea-
tures(such as contours and textures) of two modal-
ity images respectively. Modality-specific features
exist only in a specific modality, or changes with
the variations of modality, which will enlarge the
distance between images with the same iden-
tity in two modalities. Modality-shared features
are invariant information between two modalities,
which are robust to modality variations and are
beneficial to VI-ReID task.

In our paper, the feature extraction module
uses two branches, which are independent of each
other and have the same structure. First of all,
two modalities’ images should be input into the
corresponding feature extractors. Figure 3 shows
the details of a feature extractor in one branch. As
shown in the figure, the backbone network used by
feature extractor is ResNet-50. The difference is
that in order to enrich the granularity of features
and keep more fine-grained features, we removed
the last down-sampling operation in ResNet-50
(Zhu et al. 2020). According to Part-Based Con-
volutional Baseline (PCB) (Sun et al. 2018), we
divide the extracted modality-shared information
into p horizontal stripes with global average pool-
ing (GAP), and each stripe is averaged into a
local feature vector. Then, a Leaky ReLU activa-
tion layer and a batch normalization (BN) layer
are used to reduce the dimension of each local fea-
ture vector. Because the feature extraction module
uses two independent branches, the local features
of visible and infrared modalities are independent
of each other. Therefore, L2 regularization and FC
layer are used to project them into a common fea-
ture subspace for subsequent joint training of local
feature constraint module.

3.3 Local feature constraint module

The purpose of local feature constraint module
is to enlarge the differences between classes and
improve the inter-modality similarity within a
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Fig. 2 Overall network architecture.

Fig. 3 Details of feature extractor.

class. In our method, heterogeneous center loss,
hard-mining triplet loss and cross-entropy loss are
used to supervise the training of local features (Liu
et al. 2021).

Heterogeneous center loss is center-based
triplet loss, and hard-mining triplet loss is based
on samples. They can reduce the distance between
two modalities features within a class and widen
the gap between classes at coarse-grained and
fine-grained levels, respectively.

Heterogeneous center loss is used to improve
inter-modality similarity within a class. Intu-
itively, it is by punishing the center distance
between two modality distributions. The center
of each class is directly calculated based on the
extracted features. In each mini-batch, the calcu-
lation formula of feature center of each identity of
each modality is as follows (Zhu et al. 2020):

civ =
1

K

K
∑

m=1

xv
i,m (2)

cit =
1

K

K
∑

m=1

xt
i,m (3)

Where xi,m represents the m-th image feature of
the i-th pedestrian, v and t correspond to visible
and infrared modalities.

Heterogeneous center loss used in our paper
is to directly calculate the distance between two

centers, and Lhc can be computed by:

Lhc = dist(civ − cit) (4)

Where dist(.) represents the cosine distance.
The function of heterogeneous center loss is

only to close the center distance of each class, so
as to promote the inter-modality similarity within
a class, and there is no learned distinguishing
feature representation to enlarge the differences
between classes. Therefore, our method also uses
hard-mining triplet loss to constrain local fea-
tures. For each feature F a

p in the mini-batch, the
hardest positive F p

p and hardest negative Fn
p can

be mined to form a triplet, and the fine-grained
triplet function is as follows:

Ltri p =

P
∑

i=1

2K
∑

a=1

[m+max∥F a,i
P − F p,i

P ∥2−

min∥F a,i
P − Fn,j

P ∥2]+

(5)

m represents margin, and F a,i
P represents the P -th

local feature of the a-th image of the i-th person,
∥.∥2 represents the Euclidean distance between
two feature vectors, [.]+ = max(., 0).

In addition to the hard-mining triplet loss, we
adopt the cross-entropy loss to enhance the learn-
ing of distinguishing features together with it as
well. The formula of the cross-entropy loss can be
represented as:

Lid p = −

K
∑

i=1

log
eW

T
yi

xa
i +byi

∑n

j=1
eW

T
j
xa
i
+bm

, a ∈ [1, p] (6)

K represents batch size, xa
i is the feature vector of

i-th image from a-th part’s feature map, yi is the



identity of the i-th person, Wj is j-th identity’s
classifier, and b is bias term.

Therefore, the total local loss constraint is

Llocal = Lid p + λ1Lhc + λ2Ltri p (7)

λ1 and λ2 are weight parameters to determine the
two kinds of triplet loss used in the local feature
constraint module.

3.4 Multi-modality feature

aggregation module

While using local information, our paper also
pays attention to global information. Different
from other methods, our method fuses p local
features in the common subspace, and regards
the fused features as global features (Liu et al.
2020). For global features, in order to supplement
the missing information in a single modality, we
input them into a multi-modality feature aggre-
gation module (Sun et al. 2021). This module is
used to fuse cross-modality features. It uses cross-
modality relations to update the original global
features to narrow the huge modality difference.

In the multi-modality feature aggregation
module, firstly, the relation matrix S of global
features is calculated. Global features need to be
divided into visible features FR and infrared fea-
tures F I , which are reduced the dimension by a
1 × 1 spatial convolution layer, followed by BN
layer and ReLU activation layer , so that they can
pass more effective modality information. After
getting the embedded features FR and F I , the fea-
ture map at each channel is regarded as a feature
vector, and the paired Euclidean distance between
each feature vector in FR and all feature vectors
in F I is calculated, then the relation matrix S can
be obtained.

S =







d(FR
1 , F I

1 ) · · · d(FR
1 , F I

c )
...

. . .
...

d(FR
c , F I

1 ) · · · d(FR
c , F I

c )






(8)

d(FR
i , F I

j ) = 1− 0.5∥
FR
i

∥FR
i ∥

−
F I
j

∥F I
j ∥

∥ (9)

To avoid losing the original features, the rela-
tion matrix S is combined with the original feature

to update the global feature F .

F = sigmoid(W [φ(F ), ϕ(S)]) (10)

Where φ and ϕ represent embedded operations for
original and relational features, F and S represent
original feature and relational feature respectively,
and W represents learnable parameter.

For the updated global features, following
the common feature learning strategy, our paper
adopts cross-entropy loss and hard-mining triplet
loss to improve distinctiveness of global features.
The formulas are as follows.

Lid g = −

K
∑

i=1

log
eW

T
yi

xi
+byi

∑n

j=1
eW

T
j
xi+bm

(11)

Ltri g =

P
∑

i=1

2K
∑

a=1

[m+max∥F a,i − F p,i∥2−

min∥F a,i − Fn,j∥2]+

(12)

In cross-entropy loss Lid g, xi denotes the features
of the i-th person collected from yi class, yi is
the identity of the i-th person. In the hard-mining
triplet loss Ltri g, F

a,i represents the global fea-
ture of the a-th image of the i-th person.

Therefore, the total global loss constraint is

Lglobal = Lid g + Ltri g (13)

Finally, the final optimization goal of our
network can be written as follows:

Lall = Llocal + Lglobal (14)

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental settings

Dataset.Our experiments are carried out on two
datasets RegDB (Dat et al. 2017) and SYSU-
MM01 (Wu et al 2017) to evaluate the effective-
ness of our proposed MFUN, these two datasets
are common standard benchmarks used by previ-
ous VI-ReID solutions.

RegDB dataset is taken by a dual-camera sys-
tem. It includes 8,024 images of 412 identities, in
which there are 10 visible and infrared images of
each person, including 254 females and 158 males.
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Among the 412 identities, 156 were shot from
the front and 256 were shot from the back. The
dataset is randomly divided into two parts, each
for training and testing. That is to say, training
set and testing set have 2,060 visible images and
2,060 infrared images respectively. We set visible
images as query set and infrared images as gallery
set in the testing stage.

SYSU-MM01 dataset is the largest dataset in
visible-infrared cross-modality Re-ID. The dataset
is composed of 491 identity images collected by 6
cameras, of which 4 are visible cameras and 2 are
infrared cameras. Each pedestrian is observed by
at least one visible camera and one infrared cam-
era. The captured images include 287,628 visible
images and 15,792 infrared images. Our training
set consists of 22,258 visible images and 11,909
infrared images of 395 pedestrians, and testing
set consists of 96 identities’s visible and infrared
images. We use two evaluation modes in SYSU-
MM01: indoor-search and all-search. Both of their
query set is the same, but for all-search mode,
gallery images are the images observed by all
the visible cameras, while for indoor-search mode,
gallery images are only the images from indoor
visible cameras.

Evaluation Metric.The evaluations of our
method are carried out by using Cumulative
Matching Characteristic curve (CMC) and mean
Average Precision (mAP). In our paper, CMC
is written as R-k, which measures the rate of a
correct image occurs in the k-nearest matching
results.

Experimental Settings.Our proposed
method is implemented with PyTorch deep
learning framework. All the input images are
resized to 288 × 144, besides, we put random
horizontal flip and random cropping to use for
data augmentation during training phase. Each
mini-batch consists of 64 pedestrian images of
4 identities, that is to say, 8 sets of visible and
infrared images need to be stochastically selected
from each identity. SGD optimizer is adopted in
our work, and the momentum parameter is set
to 0.9. Our model is trained for 60 epochs in all,
and the learning rate of the first 30 epochs is set
to 1 × 10−2, then we decay the learning rate to
1 × 10−4 at the last 30 epochs. The backbone
network ResNet-50 used by feature extractor is
pretrained on ImageNet. The features extracted
by the feature extractor are averagely divided

into p = 6 horizontal stripes. For the margin
parameter m in hard-mining triplet loss, we set
it to 0.3. In the total loss function, the weight λ1

of heterogeneous center loss and the weight λ2 of
hard-mining triplet loss of local features are set
to 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.

4.2 Comparison with the

state-of-art methods

Next, We will present comparison with sev-
eral state-of-the-art VI-ReID solutions on SYSU-
MM01 and RegDB datasets. The competing meth-
ods contain the feature extraction based methods
(MAC (Ye et al. 2019), HPILN (Zhao et al. 2019),
DEF (Hao et al. 2019), MSPAC-MeCen (Zhang et
al. 2020), MACE (Ye et al. 2020a), CMM (Ling et
al. 2020), CPN (Zhang et al. 2021e), DDAG (Ye
et al. 2020c), HAT (Ye et al. 2021b), FbA (Park et
al. 2021), AGW (Ye et al. 2021a), CoAL (Wei et
al. 2020a), FBP (Wei et al. 2021), NFS (Chen et
al. 2021)) and the image generation based meth-
ods (D2RL (Wang et al. 2019b), AlignGAN (Wang
et al. 2019a), Hi-CMD (Choi et al. 2020), JSIA
(Wang et al. 2020), Xmodal (Li et al. 2020), ADC-
Net (Hu et al. 2021)). And the comparisons are
provided in Table 1 and Table 2.

SYSU-MM01.By observing the comparison
on SYSU-MM01 listed in Table 1, we can get
the following conclusions. Our MFUN reaches
comparable performance compared to the results
obtained by DDAG (Ye et al. 2020c), NFS (Chen
et al. 2021), CoAL (Wei et al. 2020a) and CPN
(Zhang et al. 2021e), and outperformances the
other remaining comparison methods. However,
our method performs better than DDAG (Ye et
al. 2020c), NFS (Chen et al. 2021), CoAL (Wei et
al. 2020a) and CPN (Zhang et al. 2021e) in the
more challenging mode all-search.. From Table 1,
we can intuitively see that under the all-search
mode, compared with DDAG (Ye et al. 2020c),
NFS (Chen et al. 2021) and CoAL (Wei et al.
2020a), the method proposed in our paper is supe-
rior to rank-1 and mAP in single-shot. Under two
evaluation modes, compared with CPN (Zhang et
al. 2021e), the three mAP scores of our method
is higher than its. The results in Table 1 show
that, under the all-search mode, the mAP score
of our method achieves 58.14% in single-shot and
51.09% in multi-shot, which exceeds all the meth-
ods listed, and is at least increased by 1.23% and



Table 1 Comparison with the state-of-the-art on SYSU-MM01 dataset. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd best results are emphasized
with red, green and blue color, respectively.

All-search Indoor-search

Single-shot Multi-shot Single-shot Multi-shot

Method R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP

D2RL (Wang et al. 2019b) 28.90 70.6 82.4 29.20 - - - - - - - - - - - -

AlignGAN (Wang et al. 2019a) 42.40 85.00 93.70 40.70 51.50 89.40 95.70 33.90 45.90 87.60 94.40 54.30 57.10 92.70 97.40 45.30

Hi-CMD (Choi et al. 2020) 34.94 77.58 - 35.94 - - - - - - - - - - - -

JSIA (Wang et al. 2020) 38.10 80.70 89.90 36.90 45.10 85.70 93.80 29.50 43.80 86.20 94.20 52.90 52.70 91.10 96.40 42.70

Xmodal (Li et al. 2020) 49.92 89.79 95.96 50.73 - - - - - - - - - - - -

ADCNet (Hu et al. 2021) 55.90 90.10 96.20 59.60 - - - - 58.80 92.80 97.50 65.60 - - - -

MAC (Ye et al. 2019) 33.26 79.04 90.09 36.22 - - - - - - - - - - - -

HPILN (Zhao et al. 2019) 41.36 84.78 94.51 42.95 47.56 88.13 95.98 36.08 45.77 91.82 98.46 56.52 53.05 93.71 98.93 47.48

MSPAC-MeCen (Zhang et al. 2020) 46.62 87.59 95.77 47.26 47.57 87.64 96.11 38.53 51.63 93.48 98.82 61.54 52.81 94.16 99.37 47.09

AGW (Ye et al. 2021a) 47.50 84.39 92.14 47.65 - - - - 54.17 91.14 95.98 62.97 - - - -

DEF (Hao et al. 2019) 48.71 88.86 95.27 48.59 54.63 91.62 96.83 42.14 52.25 89.86 95.85 59.68 59.62 94.45 98.07 50.60

MACE (Ye et al. 2020a) 51.64 87.25 94.44 50.11 - - - - 57.35 93.02 97.47 64.79 - - - -

CMM (Ling et al. 2020) 51.80 92.72 97.71 51.21 56.27 94.08 98.12 43.39 54.98 94.38 99.41 63.70 60.42 96.88 99.50 53.52

FBP (Wei et al. 2021) 54.14 86.04 93.03 50.20 - - - - - - - - - - - -

DDAG(Ye et al. 2020c) 54.75 90.39 95.81 53.02 - - - - 61.02 94.06 98.41 67.98 - - - -

HAT(Ye et al. 2021b) 55.29 92.14 97.36 53.89 - - - - 62.10 95.75 99.20 69.37 - - - -

LbA(Park et al. 2021) 55.41 - - 54.14 - - - - 58.64 - - 66.33 - - - -

NFS (Chen et al. 2021) 56.91 91.34 96.52 55.45 63.51 94.42 97.81 48.56 62.79 96.53 99.07 69.79 70.03 97.70 99.51 61.45

CoAL (Wei et al. 2020a) 57.22 92.29 97.57 57.20 - - - - 63.86 95.41 98.79 70.84 - - - -

CPN (Zhang et al. 2021e) 57.33 92.62 97.14 56.91 63.08 93.89 97.37 50.65 59.30 94.46 98.38 66.70 66.26 97.44 99.79 58.51

Our work 57.25 93.45 98.13 58.14 61.81 94.67 98.32 51.09 60.66 96.10 98.92 69.11 70.64 97.63 99.37 62.26

2.53% respectively. In indoor-search mode, our
method presents an enhancement in multi-shot
under indoor-search mode, with an 0.61% rise in
rank-1 accuracy and an 0.81% rise in mAP score
at least.

RegDB.The results of the RegDB dataset
listed in Table 2 show that, our work reaches much
higher experimental accuracy on RegDB dataset,
the comparison between the results clearly shows
great advantages of our method. The rank-1 accu-
racy and mAP score of our proposed method
are 87.23% and 81.70%, which are higher than
other methods. Compared with the best perform-
ing method NFS (Chen et al. 2021), our method
improves 6.69% rank-1 accuracy and 9.6% mAP
score.

The results shown in Table 1 and 2 strongly
proves our method’s effectiveness and generaliza-
tion.

4.3 Ablation study

To verify the validity of our proposed MFUN and
show the advantage of using heterogeneous cen-
ter loss and hard-mining triplet loss concurrently,
we conduct four groups of ablation experiments

Table 2 Comparison with the state-of-art on RegDB dataset.

Method R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP

D2RL(Wang et al. 2019b) 43.40 66.10 76.30 44.1

JSIA (Wang et al. 2020) 48.50 - - 49.30

AlignGAN (Wang et al. 2019a) 57.9 - - 53.6

Xmodal (Li et al. 2020) 62.21 83.13 91.72 60.18

Hi-CMD (Choi et al. 2020) 70.93 86.39 - 66.0

ADCNet (Hu et al. 2021) 72.90 - - 66.50

MAC (Ye et al. 2019) 36.43 62.36 71.63 37.0

HPILN (Zhao et al. 2019) - - - -

DEF (Hao et al. 2019) 48.71 88.86 95.27 48.59

MSPAC-MeCen(2021) (Zhang et al. 2020) 49.61 72.28 80.63 53.64

MACE (Ye et al. 2020a) - - - -

CMM (Ling et al. 2020) 59.81 80.39 88.69 60.86

CPN (Zhang et al. 2021e) 68.59 84.81 98.33 69.20

DDAG (Ye et al. 2020c) 69.34 86.19 91.49 63.46

AGW (Ye et al. 2021a) 70.05 - - 66.37

HAT (Ye et al. 2021b) 71.83 87.16 92.16 67.56

FBP (Wei et al. 2021) 73.98 89.71 93.69 68.24

CoAL (Wei et al. 2020a) 74.12 90.23 94.53 69.87

LbA (Park et al. 2021) 74.17 - - 67.64

NFS (Chen et al. 2021) 80.54 91.96 95.07 72.10

Our work 87.23 96.75 98.50 81.70

on the SYSU-MM01 dataset (using the all-search
mode in single-shot). The values of ablation study
are listed in Table 3, it can clearly see that all the
modules used in MFUN can improve the perfor-
mance. Specifically, the ‘P’ represents only use the
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local features, ‘S’ represents the multi-modality
feature aggregation module only use the relation
matrix, ‘S+T’ represents multi-modality feature
aggregation module combines relation matrix with
original feature to update global feature, ‘HC loss’
represents heterogeneous center loss and ‘Tri loss’
represents hard-mining triplet loss.

Effectiveness of multi-modality feature

aggregation module. For the multi-modality
aggregation module, we conducted two groups of
ablation experiments, version 1 and 2. In version
1, we learn local features independently. As can be
seen from Table 3, rank-1 and mAP only reached
55.48% and 55.53%. Compared with the results of
version 5, we can find that it is necessary to super-
vise local and global features simultaneously. In
version 2, the global feature only uses the relation
matrix, which is not integrated with the original
feature. By comparing version 2 and version 5,
we can see that although R-1, R-10 and R-20 in
version 5 are at most 0.15% lower than those in
version 2, the mAP score is improved by 0.69%
after fusing the relation matrix with the original
feature, which is enough to show the effectiveness
of combining the relation matrix with the original
feature to update the global feature.

Effectiveness of using heterogeneous

center loss and hard-mining triplet loss

simultaneously.By comparing the results of ver-
sion 3, 4 and 5 in Table 3, we can see that rank-1
and mAP only reach 46.11% and 44.59% when
using ID loss and heterogeneous center loss for
local features, and when using ID loss and hard-
mining triplet loss for local features, Rank-1 and
mAP only reached 47.46% and 47.99%, respec-
tively. But after using ID loss, heterogeneous
center loss and hard-mining triple loss simulta-
neously, rank-1 and mAP reached 57.25% and
58.14%. It can be seen from the comparison that
when three constraints exist simultaneously, the
model’s performance increased by 9.79% on Rank-
1 and 10.15% on mAP at least. The comparison
clearly explains that the simultaneous use of ID
loss, heterogeneous center loss and triplet loss
can better mine the discriminative person repre-
sentation, and shorten the distance between two
modalities features within a class and widen the
gap between classes.

4.4 Discussion on the weighting

parameters of loss function

In this subsection, we conduct several experiments
on λ1 and λ2 which are two weighting param-
eters in Eq.12, that are used to determine the
weight of heterogeneous center loss and hard-
mining triplet loss. The experiments are carried
out on SYSU-MM01 with all-search single-shot
mode, with different values of λ1 and λ2, the
change trend of rank-1 and mAP are drawn in
Figure 4 (a) and (b), respectively. We vary λ1

from 0.1 to 0.9 and empirically set λ2= 0.8. As
shown in Figure 4(a), in the process of λ1 increas-
ing from 0.1 to 0.6, rank-1 and mAP are also in
an upward trend, when λ1 is greater than 0.6, the
results begin to show a downward trend. Then λ2

will take a value from 0.1 to 0.9 and we empirically
set λ2 = 0.6. Figure 4(b) shows that the result
rises when λ2 is between 0.1 and 0.5, then from
0.5 to 0.8, the performance is floating. When λ2

is greater than 0.8, the result gradually decreases.
Therefore, we set λ1 = 0.6 and λ2 = 0.8 in the
other experiments.

4.5 Discussion on the number p of

local feature partition

In this subsection, we discuss the number p of
sharThe value of p determines the size of local fea-
ture partition. For p, we took values of 4, 6 and 8
for three groups of experiments on SYSU-MM01,
and the influence on the experimental results can
be seen from Figure 5. When p = 4, the gran-
ularity of local features is not detailed enough,
which makes it difficult for the network to pay
attention to more details, the result only obtains
the rank-1 accuracy = 53.24% and mAP score
= 53.61%. When p = 6, the performance of our
method achieves the best, specifically, it achieves
the rank-1 accuracy = 57.25% and mAP score
= 58.14%. When p = 8, the experimental result
drops sharply again. Because the granularity is too
small, which makes it hard for feature extractors
to capture effective local information. By compar-
ison, it can be clearly seen that when p = 6, the
experimental performance meets the best.



Table 3 Ablation study of different parts of our method on SYSU-MM01 dataset.

Version P S S+T HC loss Tri loss R-1 R-10 R-20 mAP

version 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ 55.48 92.24 97.32 55.53
version 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 57.35 93.60 98.28 57.45
version 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 46.11 88.00 94.66 44.59
version 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 47.46 87.50 95.03 47.99
version 5 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 57.25 93.45 98.13 58.14

Fig. 4 Evaluation of the weighting parameters λ1 and λ2 on SYSU-MM01 dataset. (a) Impact of λ1. (b) Impact of λ2.

Fig. 5 Impact of the number p of local feature partition

4.6 Visualization of feature

distribution

So as to more clearly understand the validity of
our proposed method, we visualize the feature dis-
tributions on SYSU-MM01 by t-SNE (Van et al.
2008). As shown in Figure 6, (a)-(d) show the visu-
alization of the Initial feature distribution, local
branch with heterogeneous center loss and cross-
entropy loss, local branch with triplet loss and
cross-entropy loss and our method. Various colors
represent different identities.

From Figure 6(a), we can observe that the
initial feature distributions are disordered, and
the features with the same identity are difficult
to be well aggregated. In (b) and (c), separately
using heterogeneous center loss and triplet loss for
local features has played a good role in feature
aggregation of the same identity, but compared
with (d), it can be clearly observed from (b)
and (c) that the feature distributions of the same
identity in the red circle is loose and the dif-
ferences between classes are not well expanded.
And from (b), we also observe that many scat-
tered features are not gathered together, which
shows that it is not enough to narrow the intra-
class gap only by coarse-grained heterogeneous
center loss. Compare the first three images, (d)
shows that using heterogeneous center loss and
triplet loss to constrain local features can effec-
tively promote intra-class closeness and uniformly
lager inter-class differences, thereby improving the
distinctiveness of features.
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Fig. 6 Feature distributions visualized with t-SNE method. (a) Initial feature distribution. (b) Feature distribution of local
branch with heterogeneous center loss and cross-entropy loss. (c) Feature distribution of local branch with triplet loss and
cross-entropy loss. (d) Feature distribution of our method.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel network for
visible-infrared person re-identification, multi-
granularity feature utilization network (MFUN),
which can take the learning of local and global fea-
tures into consideration so as to alleviate the prob-
lem of missing shared information between cross-
modalities. Our method makes up of three parts:
feature extraction module, local feature constraint
module and multi-modality feature aggregation
module, in which local feature constraint module
and multi-modality feature aggregation module
are used to focus on local and global features,
respectively. On one hand, for the sake of bet-
ter promoting intra-class closeness and inter-class
differences at coarse granularity and fine granular-
ity levels, we adopt heterogeneous center loss and
hard-mining triplet loss in local feature constraint
module to jointly learn local features. On the other
hand, in order to improve cross-modality correla-
tion, multi-modality aggregation module is used

to weaken modality discrepancies by using global
features. Extensive experiments conducted on the
frequently-used dataset SYSU-MM01 and RegDB
have demonstrated the superiority of our MFUN
compared with the state-of-the-art VI-ReID meth-
ods.
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